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STATIC & DYNAMIC ANALYSIS 
OF THE 

APT SUPERCONDUCTING CAVITIES 

D. Schrage, E. Swensen, and B. Rusnak 
Los Alamos National Laboratory 

Los Alamos, NM, 87545 

Static and dynamic analysis of 4, 6-, and 12-cell p=0.428 niobium cavities proposed for the 
superconducting linac for the Accelerator Production of Tritium were carried out using 
COSMOS/M@, a commercial finite-element code. The benefits of external stiffeners, the tuning 
sensitivities, and the mechanical resonant frequencies are reported. 

INTRODUCTION 
The original baseline design for the linac (1990) for 
the Accelerator Production of Tritium (APT) is 
described in Ref. 1. In January of 1995 it was 
suggested that considerable reduction in the 
operating costs of the APT linac could be achieved 
by replacing the higher-energy portion (> 100 MeV) 
of the linac with a superconducting accelerator. The 
purpose of this note is to document static and 
dynamic structural analyses of the low-p elliptical 
cavities for the superconducting (SC) concept of the 
APT linac. 

REQUIREMENTS 
A preliminary conceptual design study (Ref. 2) 
resulted in a design that utilizes k e l l  elliptical 
cavities to replace the entire side-coupled linac from 
100 to 1000 MeV. The broad velocity acceptance of 
the elliptical cavities allows the use of only two 
cavity geometries: p = 0.428 (100 MeV) and p = 0.710 
(361 MeV). The cell geometries selected are nonre- 
entrant "elliptical" shapes. 

The conceptual design study considered 4, 6-, and 
12-cell cavities. In the end, the power capacity of the 
rf couplers limited the cavities to four cells. This was 
propitious because the 4cell cavity has significantly 
higher mechanical resonant frequencies. 

CELL GEOMETRY 
The analysis concentrated on the worst case, 100 
MeV (p = 0.428). Fig. 1 shows a comparison of four 
cavity shapes at 700 MHz, p = 0.283 (40 MeV), p = 
0.428 (100 MeV), p = 0.710 (361 MeV), and p = 1.0. 
The inability of an un-stiffened p = 0.428 cavity to 
support a vacuum load is obvious. For the sake of 
completeness, some analysis of a p= 0.710 (361 MeV) 
cavity was also carried out. As the energy is 
increased, the geometric rigidity of the half-cell and 

the &ell cavity is improved so detailed structural 
analysis is not warranted at this early conceptual 
design stage. 

There was also a question regarding the lowest 
energy at which the elliptical cavities could be 
utilized without going to unreasonable efforts. A 40 
MeV (p = 0.283) single-cell cavity was also analyzed 
as part of the considerations for reducing the energy 
at which the superconducting linac begins. 

STATIC ANALYSIS OF HALF-CELLS 
Finite-element analyses, using COSMOS/M@, of 
single half-cells were carried out to determine 
stiffness, stress levels, tuning forces, and locations 
for stiffeners. The 100-MeV (p = 0.428) half-cell is the 
worst case; higher p cavities will be stiffer. The raw 
material thickness is 0.125 inch. For most of these 
analyses, a material thickness of 0.110 inch was used 
to compensate for the material removed in the 
chemical polishing process. A weld joint was 
represented as locally-reduced material thickness. A 
limited amount of analysis of the p = 0.710 (361 
MeV) half-cell was also carried out. As a matter of 
academic interest, a model was also generated for a 
40 MeV (p = 0.283) half-cell. In addition, a f3 = 1.0 
and a CERN LEP cavity were analyzed. The models 
used are listed in Table 1. 

Ambient temperature material properties were used 
for all of the analyses; the allowable yield stress was 
5000 #/in2. For the models with the iris not 
constrained, it was assumed that there would be a 
bellows in the beam line and therefore the vacuum 
load on the beam pipe was not included. All of the 
analyses used a symmetric boundary condition at 
the equator. The results of the half-cell analyses are 
given on Table 2 
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Table 1: AlT Superconducting Half-Cell Analysis Models 

Table 2 APT Superconducting Half-Cell Analysis Results 

CERNl 03 1 Fixed I N/A I 220 I N/A I -0.001000 I 443 I -1.20104 I 1 
Notes: 1: -0.001 Displacement at Iris & Stiffener 

Model A1TTSCA2/Run 02 was for the p = 0.428 half- 
cell under atmospheric pressure (vacuum load). and 
not constrained at the iris. The maximum stress, 
16070 #/inz, is far beyond the yield stress of the 
niobium and stresses in excess of 10000 #/ in2  occur 
over a large portion of the half-cell. This would lead 
to collapse of the cavity. Model AM'SCA2/Run 04 
was for the case of the half-cell constrained at the 
iris. While the maximum von Mises stress is not 
reduced significantly, the maximum occurs in the 
weld area. Over most of the cavity wall, the stress 
does not exceed 5000 #/in2. This cavity will not 
collapse but has inadequate stiffness. A 4- or &ell 
cavity would have unacceptably high bending 

deformations and unacceptably low structural 
resonant frequencies. 

It is clear that even with the iris constrained, the 
displacements, stresses, and resonant-frequency 
shifts of the cavity are unacceptably large. Some 
additional stiffening is therefore required. As a first 
step, cylindrical stiffeners were added at the radius 
where the iris-constrained half-cell had the 
maximum displacement, 4.58 inches. As far as 
fabrication, each stiffener would be a 1/8th-inch- 
thick split ring with through holes to allow the 
cryogen to pass. The stiffeners would be made of 
high purity (but not RRR grade) niobium and would 



be attached as the final welding step. There are also 
conical stiffeners which connect the end half-cells to 
the beam tubes. The complete k e l l  cavity is shown 
on Fig. 2 with an exploded view shown on Fig. 3. 
This stiffener concept is very similar to that 
proposed for the TESLA cavities (Ref. 3). 

The stiffened half-cell was analyzed as model 
APTSCA2/Run 05. The stiffener was modeled as an 
axial constraint of three outer nodes nearest to the 
radius of 4.58 inches. The presence of the stiffener 
reduced the maximum displacement by a factor of 
10, the maximum stress by a factor of four, and the 
frequency shift by a factor of five. Clearly the 
addition of the stiffener is worthwhile. 

Model APTSCA2/Runs 06 and 07 were made to 
determine the tuning sensitivity. From Run 06, the 
tuning sensitivity is -1.07 X l o 5  M H z  per 0.001 inch 
inward displacement of the half-cell iris. For the 
complete k e l l  cavity, the tuning sensitivity is -13 
K H z / O . O O l  inch (527 MHz/micron). This scales with 
frequency, the ratio of the equator/iris radii, and 
velocity (p) with the values reported in Ref. 4. 

A 361 MeV (p = 0.710) half-cell (model ApTSCD1) 
was also analyzed. The results of model 
APTSCDl/Run 03 may be compared to those of 
model APTSCA2/Run 05. The maximum stress and 
displacement of the p = 0.710 half-cell under a 
vacuum load are significantly lower than those of 
the p = 0.428 half-cell. Therefore it was concluded 
that the results of the analysis of the p = 0.428 half- 
cell would be sufficient to v e r q  that the stiffness of 
a stiffened p = 0.710 &ell cavity would be adequate. 

A 40-MeV (p = 0.283) half-cd was analyzed as part 
of the consideration of lowering the energy at which 
the superconducting linac is utilized. The first run, 
model APTSCBl/Run 01, was made without the iris 
constrained and showed that the cavity would 
collapse. With the iris constrained, model 
APTSCBl/Run 02, the stresses, at 22944 #/inz, are 
still excessive. With the addition of a stiffener, model 
APTSCBl/Run 03, the half-cell becomes closer to the 
behavior of the p = 0.428 half-cell. 

For comparison, a p = 1 half-cell was also analyzed. 
The results (model APTSCEl) show that this half- 
cell, even without constrained ends, would 
adequately support the vacuum load. 

The analysis (model CERNl/Run 03) predicted a 
frequency sensitivity of 45 Hz/micron. The reported 
measured value for the CERN k e l l  LEP cavity is 40 
&/micron (Ref. 4). 

STATIC ANALYSIS OF MULTI-CELL CAVITIES 
Three-dimensional static analyses of stiffened and 
un-stiffened p = 0.428 multi-cell cavities were also 
carried out. The model used is identical to that 
shown on Fig. 4, but with roughly double the mesh 
density. Because of limitations of model size, only 
the 4- and k e l l  cavities were analyzed. The results, 
listed on Table 3, show that the addition of the 
stiffeners is clearly warranted. The "axial- 
gravitational" load case is of interest for pre- 
installation testing of the cavities, which will occur 
in a vertical orientation. 

Table 3 Static Deformations of Multi- Cell 
Cavities 

DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF CAVITIES 
A model survey of the stiffened and un-stiffened p = 
0.428 multi-cell cavities was performed. The results 
are listed on Table 5 and 6 respectively and the 
complete finite-element model is shown on Fig. 4. 
The values for the stiffened cavity are consistent 
with the requirements of existing superconducting 
linacs (Ref. 4). Again, the necessity of the stiffeners is 
demonstrated. The addition of HOM couplers, rf 
couplers, and flanges will serve to reduce the 
resonant frequencies somewhat. Further analysis of 
the complete assembly, including the cryogen vessel, 
will be required. 

The results of the analyses are reported in detail in 
Ref. 5. 

In order to benchmark the half-cell analysis, a model 
of the CERN LEP interior half-cell was analyzed. 



Table 5 Summary of the idal Survey o 
Un-Stiffened Cavities 

the 

CONCLUSIONS 
The conclusion from the analysis of the 100-MeV (p 
= 0.428) half-cell and &ell cavity is that the 
stiffened cavity will have adequate stiffness to 
resist the vacuum load and will have acceptably 
high structural resonant frequencies (>lo0 Hz). Its 
rf tuning sensitivity (527 Hz/micron) is adequate 
and with the capabiIities of piezo-electric and 
magnetostrictive tuners that have been used with 
superconducting cavities (Ref. 4). 

The conclusion from the analysis of the 361-MeV (p 
= 0.710) half-cell and from review of the three- 
dimensional static and dynamic analyses of the p = 
0.428 cavities is that the static and dynamic 
structural performance of the stiffened p = 0.710 
cavities will be no worse than, in fact better than, 
that of the p = 0.428 cavities. The tuning sensitivity 
of these cavities is predicted to be 378 Hz/micron. 

The conclusion from the analysis of the 40 MeV (p 
= 0.283) half-cells was that extension of the 
elliptical cavities much below 100 MeV (p = 0.428) 
would be difficult from the point of view of the 
structural performance and would require careful 
modeling as well as some hardware experiments 
before this should be depended upon. 

Table 6 Summary of the Modal Survey of the 
Stiffened Cavities 
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